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Chapter 151 An Awkward Misunderstanding

With a flushed look on his face, Trevor came to Liza first.

After all, she was the leader among them. If it weren’t for her, Trevor
wouldn’t have to suffer for so long.

Gritting his teeth, Trevor slapped hard on Liza’s buttocks.

Slap!

What surprised Trevor was, when he slapped Liza, she didn’t scream in

pain. Instead, she screamed in ecstasy. 3

Although she was feeling a burning pain in her buttocks, she was very
pleased in her heart as she thought, ‘I’m going to marry into a rich family.
What’s a big deal of suffering this?’

Thinking about it, she even looked back at Trevor with a flirty smile on
her face.

In fact, she thought that she could take this as an opportunity to seduce
Trevor. She was willing to be hit by him even hundreds of times, let
alone a dozen times.

Looking directly into his eyes, Liza said in a low voice, “Mr. Sanderson,
please don’t show mercy on me…” 2

Shit!!



Since he was stared at by Liza, Trevor’s scalp tingled and he hit her
harder which made her scream with even more ecstasy! 1

Hearing the scream from the door, Gavin couldn’t help but say to Brock
and the rich young men beside him, “Mr. Sanderson is really so amazing!
It’s only been a few minutes but the noise is so loud!”

“I know right. He is so awesome!”

“Mr. Sanderson is my idol. I will have to ask him for advice about this

kind of thing later.”

Many rich men echoed their thoughts.

Only a few of them knew about what happened in the Riverside Hotel
last time. Therefore, they roughly guessed what was happening inside.
Hearing everyone’s words, Brock stole a glance at Selma, who had a
blush on her beautiful face. As he didn’t dare to explain anything to these
rich men, he just had to hold back his laughter.

After more than half an hour, a group of beautiful girls finally came out
while covering their buttocks. Some of them couldn’t even stand steadily.

As Trevor had used his strength a lot, he was so tired. Then, he followed
the group from behind while panting.

Gavin and the others were more certain that the “punishment” from
Trevor was the one they imagined.

All of a sudden, the crowd gathered around Trevor and started flattering
him.

“Mr. Sanderson, your stamina is so good!”



“Do you have any tips, Mr. Sanderson? I don’t know why but I can do

that only for three minutes.” Hearing everyone’s words, Trevor couldn’t
help but force a bitter smile.

Since he was misunderstood last time, he took the initiative to express
how he would punish the girls this time. However, he didn’t expect to be
misunderstood again.

Shaking his head helplessly, Trevor had no choice but to tell them how

he punished the girls.

When he finished explaining everything, he patted the shoulder of the
rich young man who had just asked him and said earnestly, “As for your
three- minute question, I’m sorry…”

Hearing his words, the crowd burst into laughter. Just like that, Trevor
finally got along well with these rich young men.

Glancing at Liza and the other girls, Gavin thought that his punishment
was too light.

Furrowing his eyebrows, he said, “Mr. Sanderson, don’t you think you
are too kind to these reckless girls by giving them a light punishment?”

Waving his hand dismissively, Trevor said, “Forget about it.”

In his eyes, what this group of gold-diggers did was beyond his
imagination. They had no bottom line.

When he punished Selma and the others, many of them kept the reserved

manner of rich girls. However, these girls didn’t feel shameless at all!
The more Trevor hit them, the happier they became. 1



To his surprise, they even twisted their buttocks and looked at him in a

coquettish way.

Even though Trevor felt pleased when he spanked them, he was now a

little scared as he thought about it. This time, he was afraid that he would
discover some inexplicable quirks of these people and he would entangle
himself in another way in the future.

Waving his hand, Gavin said coldly, “”Humph! All of you should be
thanking Mr. Sanderson for being so kind to you by giving you a simple
punishment. Get out of here now!”

His actions indirectly helped Trevor get rid of the awkward situation.
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Hearing Gavin’s order, the girls had no choice but to leave reluctantly. 1

Looking at the retreating figures of Liza and the other girls, Gavin felt
relieved. Finally, this matter was solved. Thinking that Trevor was still
there, Gavin immediately put a friendly face and said, “Mr. Sanderson,
the race is starting soon. You should come join us.”

As the VIP grandstand was the closest to the track, it quivered slightly
when the racing cars sped on the track.

The moment the first racer took the lead in rushing towards the finish line,
several orange fireworks rose from the line. Then, the hot racing girl
waved the black and white flag in her hand excitedly which tempted the
males. As Trevor was sitting in the VIP grandstand, he could experience
the competition in such a close distance. Being a car lover, he enjoyed



the whole racing battle. Rubbing his hands, Gavin asked cautiously, “So,
what do you think, Mr. Sanderson? Do you think it is interesting?”

Nodding his head, Trevor answered truthfully, “Yes, it’s really
wonderful.” Only after hearing Trevor’s comment, the other rich men
also began to praise about it.
“That’s right. I’m getting bored to hold parties these days. This kind of
activity is more interesting. It would be great if it could be held a few
more times.”

“Do you think it is free? Just renting these cars costs a lot! In my opinion,
only Mr. Sanderson has enough money to hold this kind of activity for a
few more times!”

The rich young men discussed with each other. Although the activity was
held by Gavin, they kept flattering Trevor. They seemed to be trying to
form a social circle with Trevor as the core! Nonetheless, Gavin wasn’t
annoyed by their words at all! What was more, he even took part in the
discussion happily as he said, “That’s right. I can’t afford to hold this
kind of activity several times.

But I think racing is just a small activity. Have you guys heard about the
luxury yacht that is going to be launched for auction recently?” Hearing

it, Selma who was sitting next to Trevor suddenly became interested.
Looking at Gavin, she asked, “Gavin, are you talking about the yacht
named ‘Pearl’?”

Of course, girls usually couldn’t resist when it came to travelling and
delicious food. Especially when she imagined about sitting on a yacht on
the quiet sea while enjoying the breeze, and taking in the beauty of sunset
and stars. Thinking about it, she couldn’t help but feel a little excited.



Hearing it, Trevor got curious and asked, “What kind of yacht is that?”
In an excited voice, Gavin started explaining, “Mr. Sanderson, let me tell
you. The yacht is about to finish and it is about to go into the water and
up for auction. I asked someone about it. I heard that there are all kinds
of facilities on it, and there is even a small aquarium. It will definitely be
a good place for romantic dates with beautiful girls.”

Then, he stretched out five fingers and made a gesture as he said
exaggeratedly, “Also, the cost is very high. It’s really expensive.”

With a frown on his face, Trevor guessed, “Umm… fifty million…Wait,
five hundred million dollars?”

Shaking his head, Gavin replied, “It’s more than that. One billion and
five hundred million dollars!” As soon as Gavin finished saying,
everyone on the VIP grandstand instantly became silent. Even the group
of top rich young men and women, who were regarded as the richest
squanderers in Jork, were shocked to hear the price.

Actually, not to mention them, even the master of a rich family would
not spend such kind of large money on a yacht. After all, this kind of
luxury wasn’t helpful to their business. Only those who had too much
money to spend would be crazy to buy this kind of expensive yacht. One
billion and five hundred million dollars for a yacht? Even the top ten

families in Jork wouldn’t spend so much money so casually.

However, there was only one person who was rich enough not to care
about that amount of money.
1
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Chapter 153 I Live Here Alone

Immediately, everyone turned to look at Trevor. Feeling all eyes on him,
Trevor smiled helplessly. Maybe his sister, Evie would buy such kind of
yacht. However, with his concept about money, he didn’t want to spend
so much money on a yacht. At that time, Gavin couldn’t help but ask
tentatively, “Mr. Sanderson, the auction will be held in two days. How
about we go and visit the yacht by then?”

Hearing it, Selma’s eyes lit up as well. In an excited voice, Selma said,
“Mr. Sanderson, if you go there, I want to follow you too!”

Because they were pestering a lot, Trevor pressed on his nose. Of course,
he knew that the people actually wanted him to buy the yacht.

Although he wasn’t planning on buying the yacht, he was willing to have
a look.

Nodding his head, Trevor agreed, “Alright. Let’s fix a date to go there.”

After making appointments, Gavin invited Trevor to the after party which
didn’t end until midnight. Knowing that he couldn’t drink that much,
Trevor drank soft drink instead of wine.

He was the only one who was sober throughout the whole dinner party.

At the end of the party, Selma was pretty drunk, even her two cheeks
were flushed.

When it was time for Selma to go back, Trevor was afraid that something
bad would happen if he called someone online to drive such a beautiful
drunk girl alone. In the end, he decided to send her back personally.



The Maserati was filled with the smell of alcohol and Selma’s perfume.
From time to time, Selma would moan subconsciously, which made
Trevor a little aroused.

Shaking her long legs, Selma said coquettishly, “Mr. Sanderson.. I am
feeling a bit dizzy and now I want to throw up. Can you please hand me
some tissue? It’s in that box.”

Nodding his head, Trevor said, “Okay, no problem.” Then, he placed his
hand into the box in search of tissue.

However, what he touched was some smooth and delicate material. It
was completely different from the ordinary tissue.

Touching it, Trevor thought, ‘As expected, the rich girls only use
exquisite things.’

Without thinking much about it, Trevor pulled it out directly.

However, what he saw shocked him. It was a narrow black underwear

with delicate lace edges. With wide eyes, Trevor uttered under his breath,
“Damn it! Isn’t it her underwear?”

At the moment, the thought of Selma wearing this sexy underwear
flashed into his mind. Shaking his head to erase the thoughts, he quickly
put the piece of cloth back to the box.

If he delayed for a few more seconds, he was afraid that he was going to
lose control. Furrowing his eyebrows, he thought, ‘Is she trying to flirt
with me?’

Thinking about it made his heart beat fast. When he turned to look at

Selma, he found that she had already fallen asleep.



Maybe he was overthinking…

Shaking his head, Trevor focused on driving.

Once he got to her villa, he carried Selma on his back. When he entered

the bedroom, he saw a big pink bed in the middle.

Seeing the bed, Trevor said under his breath, “Once I finish placing her
on it, my job is done.” Looking at the edge of the bed, Trevor breathed
a sigh of relief. It wasn’t that he was tired, he was just a bit restless.

Selma’s soft body was clinging on him so tight that he could even feel
her large breasts!

Licking his lips nervously, Trevor thought, ‘Damn it. It’s too tempting!’

Trevor walked to the bedside and he was about to put Selma down when
he was pulled by a force from behind which made him fall into the fluffy
quilt together with Selma.

At that time, Selma was clinging onto him like an octopus. All of her
body parts were pressed on Trevor’s.

Trevor could feel his heart beating faster and faster. Who on earth could

resist this kind of temptation?

Guiping, Trevor asked in a low voice, “What are you doing, Selma?”

Mixed with the smell of alcohol, Selma whispered into Trevor’s ears in a
coquettish way, “Actually… I have something to tell you. Mr. Sanderson,
I live here… alone…”
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Chapter 154 Watch A Movie Together

After that, Selma leaned against Trevor in an intimate way.

Then, she touched softly on Trevor’s neck which made him stiff and he

felt his heart beating so fast that it was about to jump out of his throat. To
ease the tension, he quickly changed the topic awkwardly. “Well, living
in this kind of villa alone must be troublesome when it comes to cleaning,
right?”

After saying that, he turned to look at Selma, who was now lying behind

him with her eyes closed. As she wasn’t moving, she looked as if she was
asleep. Lying awkwardly on the pink bed, Trevor didn’t know whether to

struggle to get up or enjoy it.

In the end, he carefully pushed Selma away gently. When Trevor noticed

that she wasn’t awakened, he breathed a sigh of relief.

It would be a lie if he said that he wasn’t tempted by her behavior just
now.

However, if he did something when a girl was drunk and unconscious, he
thought that it would make him a monster.

Looking at her, Trevor whispered under his breath, “Good night. Have a
good dream.”

After tucking Selma in, Trevor didn’t dare to stay here any longer.
Therefore, he left the villa quickly. Hearing the sound of the door closing,
a figure suddenly sat up in the quiet bedroom and hit the bed angrily.

Grabbing her long hair randomly, Selma crossed her legs gloomily and
cursed, “Damn it! Mr. Sanderson, you are definitely worse than a



monster! How am I going to fall asleep after this?” Well, she looked
particularly sober.

The next morning, in the boys’ dormitory.

Trevor was brushing his teeth in the bathroom when he received a call
from Selma.

“Mr. Sanderson, I want to thank you for driving me home last night.”

Instead of having a hoarse voice like a person who had just suffered a
hangover, Selma’s voice was gentle.

Despite her sweet voice, Trevor felt that there was some sort of hidden
bitterness in her voice. Clearing his throat, Trevor said awkwardly, “It is
nothing actually…”

However, before he could say something more, Selma said, “Mr.
Sanderson, you didn’t take advantage of me last night, did you?”

Her blunt question made Trevor choke on cold water.

Trevor didn’t dare to answer her blunt question at all.

Involuntarily, his mind wandered to the romantic scene last night.

Although he didn’t take advantage of her, he still felt a bit guilty.

Licking his lips nervously, Trevor swore, “Selma, I left after I tucked you
in last night. You have to trust me.”

Hearing it, Selma couldn’t help but pout angrily. Mr. Sanderson was so
unromantic!



Suppressing her bitterness, Selma didn’t allow this embarrassing

atmosphere to last for too long. She chuckled to ease the tension and said,
“Ha-ha, I’m just kidding, Mr. Sanderson. The reason I called you is
because | wanted to invite you to a movie to express my gratitude.

If you don’t come, | will consider it as a guilty conscience, Mr.
Sanderson.”

Trevor was slightly stunned to hear it. “Watch movie with you?”

In the past, Trevor was always busy with part- time jobs. Therefore, he
had no money nor time to go to the cinema.

He had always thought that a man and a woman would watch a movie
together only when they were dating.

However, thinking that it was only Selma, Trevor hesitated and said,
“Actually, I have class this afternoon, I don’t think…”

Without listening to Trevor’s words, Selma interrupted, “It’s settled then.
I’ll see you at six o’clock in the evening.”

Once she ended the call, the corners of her mouth lifted, revealing a
sweet smile.

At six o’clock in the evening, Trevor finished all the classes.

As he wanted to prove that he wasn’t feeling guilty, he went to the
cinema near the school as promised.

About ten minutes later, Selma arrived at the cinema while driving her
Maserati. Then, the two of them walked into the cinema together.



As it was close to the university, the cinema was very popular among the
students.

Since most of the people who came here were couples, it showed mostly
love movies. Selma had also booked a romantic comedy movie.

When the movie was about to start, Selma said, “Trevor, the movie is
about to begin. I’m going to fix my makeup for a bit.”

After saying that, she walked briskly towards the bathroom. She looked
as if she was in a good mood.

Only then could Trevor breathe a sigh of relief. Then, he thought to
himself, ‘It’s a bit stressful to be with someone like Selma.’

In fact, he could feel that many men were staring at him the whole time

since he entered the cinema and it made him very uncomfortable.
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Although Selma didn’t wear as formal and elegant as she did yesterday,
her crop top and mini skirt were still eye-catching.

What was more, she even deliberately chose a romance movie, which
made Trevor have a headache. In fact, he had always felt that she was
flirting with him.

Allin all, Trevor felt that Selma was like a red rose that had many thorns,
which made people feel at a loss.



Although the movie was about to begin, Selma still hadn’t come back
from the toilet yet.

After buying some popcorn and other snacks, Trevor quickly sent a
message to her, saying that he had entered the hall first to find their seats.
Looking at the seats, Trevor muttered, “Row 5, No. 7 and No. 8.”

After looking at the lines of the seats, he found the seats reserved by
Selma.

When he saw their seats, he found that they were different from other

single seats. Their seats looked much more high-end and special.

Of course, Trevor was surprised to see the seats. However, he brushed it
off, thinking that they were VIP seats in the cinema.

Being the daughter of the top rich family, it wasn’t surprising for Selma
to reserve such kind of high- end seats.

Next to their seats, there was a couple sitting. The girl was sitting on the
boy’s lap, and their postures were a bit indecent.

As the couple was sitting with their legs crossed, they were blocking his
way.

Frowning, Trevor said politely, “Excuse me. My seats are next to yours.
Can you move over a bit?” Hearing the voice, the couple raised their
heads to look at the intruder.

At that time, the fat boy reached his hand out to stop Trevor while saying,
“Actually bro, I want to discuss something with you…”



Before he could finish his words, his girlfriend interrupted him as she

said in a sharper voice, “Trevor, what are you doing here?”

Honestly, Trevor didn’t notice the girl until now. Furrowing his
eyebrows tightly, Trevor uttered, “Mattie Yates?”

In fact, she was one of the members of the student union and a loyal
follower of Aggy. She was well-known for her provocative skills towards
others.

In the past, if Trevor bumped into this woman, he would avoid her at all
cost. However, this time, he couldn’t escape.

Nonetheless, it wasn’t his fault for not noticing her.

After all, the two of them were entangled together as if their bodies were

‘knotted’.Moreover, Mattie had buried her head in her boyfriend’s chest.
Who would have recognized her?

Since the boy didn’t know the relationship between his girlfriend and
Trevor, he asked his girlfriend nervously, “Honey, do you know each

other?” Truth be told, Trevor’s handsome face obviously made him feel

stressed as an ordinary fat man. To the man’s surprise, as if she had
smelled something disgusting, Mattie fanned her nose and said with a
look of contempt on her face, “Yes, I know him, Mr. Herrera. 3

Actually, he is the most famous poor guy in our school. He used to pick
up trash to make a living. Hearing it, the boy, who named Elmo Herrera,
immediately relaxed and looked at Trevor with contempt.

Well, it turned out that he was just a poor man! Looking him up and

down in disgust, Elmo pointed to the sofa next to him and asked in

disdain, “Hey, are you sure these seats are yours?



This is a high-end cinema and the VIP seats of No. 7 and No. 8 in row

5 are the best positions to watch the movie. The ticket price of these two
seats is three times that of an ordinary ticket. How can a poor man like

you have the money to sit here?”

Because of the arrogant tone of the other party, Trevor didn’t want to talk
to him anymore. Without replying anything to them, Trevor sat straight
in his seat and gave them a silent response.

In fact, it made the two of them even angrier.

Not being able to restrain herself, Mattie hit the armrest and shouted,
“Trevor, are you deaf? Didn’t you hear what Mr. Herrera said?”
Touching his girlfriend’s hand to calm her down, Elmo said sarcastically,
“Honey, don’t be mad at this poor guy. Can you do that for me?”

Taking out a few hundred dollars from his pocket, he patted them in his

palm and said with a sneer, “It’s the best thing to deal with these kind of
poor people!”

Casting a scornful glance at Trevor, Elmo snorted and said, “Poor loser,
I’ll give you a chance to make some money. If you exchange seats with
us, this money will be yours. Not only it’s enough to make up the
difference, but also enough for you to have several good meals!” 1
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Hearing it, Mattie patted gently on Elmo’s chest and said with a proud

look on her face, “Wow, Mr. Herrera, you are so generous.” 2



As Trevor was a poor man, they thought that he had no reason to refuse
such kind of condition. To their surprise, Trevor said, “No, thanks.”

His blunt answer made the two of them feel a little bit embarrassed.

With wide eyes, Mattie shouted sharply, “Trevor, don’t be rude to our
kind offer. Do you know that we originally planned to reserve those seats?
We had to choose the ones next to it because you snatched those seats
from us!”

The people who came to watch this movie were mostly couples.

Hearing Mattie’s voice, many people turned to look at Trevor strangely
and laughed at him.

“He’s so pathetic. A single man came here to watch a romantic comedy

alone. I think he is just envious of the ones both on the screen and off the
screen.”

“Ha-ha, he must be crazy after his girlfriend abandoned him.”

“The funniest thing is that he is alone yet he bought exclusive seats for
couples.”

Some of them sympathized with him while some of them mocked him
and both made Trevor very angry.

However, among everything they said, he heard something.

It turned out that the seats Selma had reserved were exclusive seats for
couples? 2

Well, if so, the owner of this cinema was very good at doing business.
This idea would promote the cinema effectively.



Truth was, the best viewing area was set up in each screening room and

even the seats were high -end massage chairs, where people could enjoy
massage while watching movies.

Most of the couples liked choosing these two adjacent seats.

Therefore, No. 7 and No. 8 in row 5 became the exclusive seats,
especially for couples.

When Trevor found out about it, he felt like having a headache. At this
rate, he didn’t know what was going on in Selma’s mind. 2

Could it be that she fell in love with him after the things that happened in
the Riverside Hotel?

No matter what, this wasn’t a good time to think about it.

The thing that made Trevor embarrass the most was that all the couples
were staring at him as if they wanted to know what kind of joke he was
going to make.

It would be easier for him if he slipped out now. However, he didn’t
want the annoying Mattie and her boyfriend to be satisfied. Therefore, he
decided to bite the bullet and continue to sit in his seat. With a snort,
Mattie rolled her eyes and said, “Humph! What a loser! Mr. Herrera,
please let me change seats with you. I don’t know what this kind of

person will do in the dark when the movie starts.”

Just like that, Mattie changed her seat with her boyfriend, Elmo.

After that, the two of them went overboard by making indecent behaviors

in public to the extreme.



At that time, Mattie had put her two slender legs on her boyfriend’s legs
as she held his big belly with her both hands and nestled in his arms.
Looking at Trevor with disdain, Elmo’s big hand fumbled around
Mattie’s slim body.

Then, the two of them started to do French-kissing and stroke each other.

After some time, Trevor became disgusted by their voices. Gritting his
teeth, he said, “This is a public place. Can you please restrain yourselves
a bit?” Laughing dryly, Elmo said, “You should know that it’s not a big

deal for couples to do such kind of things together. Look around, don’t
you see that everyone’s doing it?”

True to his words, Trevor turned around and found that the couples were
indeed doing intimate things. However, they weren’t deliberately doing
all the indecent interactions like them.

For a moment, Trevor didn’t know what to say anymore.

Seeing that Trevor was speechless, Mattie mocked, “You are the only
poor loser without a girlfriend, Trevor.”

At that moment, a soft and attractive voice sounded from behind, “Who

said that he doesn’t have a girlfriend? I’m back, Trevor.”

Hearing it, Mattie said amusingly, “Ha-ha, you are such a poor loser.
You have a new girlfriend? I bet she is an ugly monster!”

However, when she turned around to see the person, she was
dumbfounded.



Not only she had an angelic beautiful face, she also had a hot figure
which was fatally attractive. The moment Selma entered the hall, she
attracted every male’s attention.

Obviously, Mattie could clearly feel that the restless hand on her body
suddenly stilled as if he lost interest.

Compared with Selma, Mattie looked like a clown!
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Glancing at Mattie, Selma smiled calmly. Although she didn’t say
anything, the arrogance and contempt inside her could be seen from her

appearance.

Walking gracefully to Trevor, Selma sat on his lap naturally and kissed
his cheek.

Seeing the scene, all the boys present couldn’t help but swallow their

saliva. Elmo, who was sitting next to them, glared at Trevor. He looked
as if his eyeballs were almost popping out of their sockets. Wasn’t she

Selma from Cloud Technology Company?

Although Elmo was a rich young man in Jork, his family business was
nothing compared with the Cloud Technology Company. How could he

not know the top beauty of the upper class?

At that moment, he was so jealous of Trevor! What on earth was going

on in this world? How could a poor loser deserve someone like Selma?
Obviously, all the other boys were also envious and jealous of Trevor.
Just now, they even thought that Trevor was a single man.



To hell with the single man!

No matter how much their girlfriends pinched and twisted their
boyfriends, they couldn’t help but steal a glance at Selma again and
again.

On the other hand, Trevor didn’t expect for Selma to be this bold. She
even took the initiative to kiss him which made his heart skip a few beats.
Giving her an awkward smile, Trevor said, “Selma, you’re finally back.
How about we don’t watch the movie today? Some people don’t even

have manners and I’m a little sick.” 4

Hearing Trevor’s words, Mattie got furious. Pointing a finger at Trevor,
she shouted, “What the hell do you mean, poor guy?”

Raising his eyebrows, Trevor said with a sneer, “What do I mean? Can’t

you understand human language?”

It was indeed a joyful thing to see the other party’s psychological defense
line being torn apart. Of course, it made Mattie even more furious than

before. At this point, all she wanted to do was to kick Trevor.

Seeing this scene, Elmo was flustered. In an instant, he quickly stopped
his girlfriend as he said, “Honey, I don’t think it’s appropriate for you to
behave like his!”

In order not to let his girlfriend kick Trevor, Elmo held down Mattie’s
two legs and looked at Selma with a flattering smile. 1

Obviously, Selma noticed the look of flattery on the man’s face as she
curled her lips and said coquettishly, “Trevor, you are so considerate.
There’s a pig with an obscene smile on its face. Thank god you let me sit



in this seat. Otherwise, it might take advantage of me while watching the
movie.”

As he had heard similar words not long ago, Trevor couldn’t help but
burst out laughing. Then, he turned to look at Mattie and her boyfriend to
see their expressions.

Mattie’s face had turned pale and she was trembling with anger as if she
was suffering from seizure.

Of course, Mattie noticed the changes of demeanor in her boyfriend.
Seeing it, she got angry as she knew that he was indeed drooling over

Selma! 2

Knowing it, Mattie couldn’t help but show her dissatisfaction as she said

sarcastically, “Elmo, can’t you see that she doesn’t like you?”

When Elmo heard her words, he shouted, “Bitch, shut the hell up! It’s
none of your business.” 1 Although he was called a pig by Selma, Elmo
didn’t dare to do anything to her. After all, his wealth was nothing in
front of Selma.

However, his girlfriend’s words made him very angry. Moreover, he was
afraid of offending Selma because of it.

Slap!

A loud sound of slap echoed in the hall.

Due to the pain, Mattie covered her cheek with her shaking hand. She
couldn’t believe that her boyfriend would slap her. 1



At that moment, a wave of anger rushed into her heart. Not being able to
control her anger, she grabbed her boyfriend’s hair and shouted, “I’ll kill
you, you pig!”

Immediately, Elmo shouted back, “Bitch! How dare you fight me back

and talk rudely to me?” Originally, both of them were against Trevor.
But in the end, the couple started to fight with each other.

Not long after, their voices attracted everyone’s attention.

In the end, several security guards rushed forward and drove Elmo and
Mattie out of the cinema.

As the two of them were still cursing each other before leaving, everyone
who was looking at them guessed that their relationship was completely
ruined.

All the people in the cinema felt as if they just watched a love farce for
free before the actual romantic comedy movie started.
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About two hours later, the movie ended.

Without saying anything, Trevor and Selma walked side by side to the
parking lot of the cinema.

On the way, the atmosphere between the two of them was somewhat

subtle and tense.

In fact, Trevor was embarrassed and didn’t know what to say as he could

feel that the relationship between them had become a little strange.



Judging by the fact that Selma took the initiative to contact him
frequently in the past two days, it was obvious that she was trying to
pursue him. 1
It would be a lie if he said that he wasn’t moved when a coquettish
beauty like Selma approached him on her own.

However, he only thought of her as a good friend. He had no intention of
dating her as he now cared about Luisa only. 3

Since Trevor had no experience when it came to love, he didn’t know
what to do. In fact, he didn’t know how to refuse her without hurting her

feelings.

At that time, Selma broke the silence as she said in a low voice, “Mr.
Sanderson, how do you want to reward me for helping you in the

cinema?” Giving her an awkward smile, Trevor said, “How about I treat

you a meal then?”

Hearing it, Selma broke into a lovely pearl of laughter and said, “Mr.
Sanderson, I don’t want you to treat me a meal. Actually, I want to ask
you to do me a favor as a reward. I want you to pretend to be my
boyfriend.”

Before Trevor could refuse, Selma interrupted him.With a pitiful look on

her face, Selma continued, “Honestly, that is the real reason why I have
been contacting you these two days. My aunt is trying to set me up with

a boy from another city. I’m so worried. I can’t ask Brock or other rich
young men because most of them are frivolous. You are the most reliable
choice, Mr. Sanderson!” 4

Looking into her watery eyes, Trevor couldn’t find a reason to refuse.



After all, Selma had helped him several times. Last time, when she
helped him out in paying for the Love of Crystal in the jewelry store, he
promised her that she could ask him to do her a favor as the return of her
help.

After thinking for a while, Trevor nodded in agreement and said,
“Alright.” 1

With a bright smile on her face, Selma said, “Great! I will call you again
when the time comes, Mr. Sanderson.” 1

Truth be told, Selma was very annoyed about the incident that happened.

Therefore, when she heard his reply, she got so excited. After that, she
drove Trevor back to school in person.

Fearing that it would attract the attention if he got out of the Maserati at
the school gate, Trevor deliberately chose to get off at a park which was
a little far from the campus.

Once he opened the car door and got out of the car, he found that there
were already many people in the park.

As the park was beautiful with green shady trees and fresh air, many
people came here for a walk or exercise in the evening.

Among the people, a slender girl with a beautiful face was particularly
eye-catching.

The girl was dancing on the evenly cut lawn of the park. Her steps were
brisk and her graceful movements attracted the attention of the males
around her.



Furrowing his eyebrows, Trevor said under his breath, “Estrella? Why is

she here?” 1

Trevor was slightly stunned to see her here. All of a sudden, he
remembered that there was going to be a talent party at school in a few
days. Maybe, she was preparing for it.

No matter what, he had no intention of saying hello to her. After all, the
relationship between the two was a little stiff now. Therefore, he turned
around to leave.

At that time, Estrella just finished the dance and when she looked around
while panting, she saw Trevor.

At the sight of Trevor, Estrella’s face darkened in an instant and she
shouted angrily, “Why are you everywhere, Trevor? You are a jinx.
What a bad luck!” 1

The incident that happened on the racing track made her feel ashamed
and for that, she hated Trevor even more. 1

At that time, through the car window, Estrella saw Selma getting out of

the Maserati. Immediately, her eyes lit up.

Then, she hurried forward and said, “Miss Moran, don’t be fooled by his
innocent appearance. Actually, he is just a disgusting scumbag!” 1
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Chapter 159 Dating Two Girls At The Same Time

With a sneer, Estrella said, “I saw this guy sitting in the Porsche sports

car of another gir! last time when I was at the gate of Wind Club.
Obviously, he is dating two girls at the same time!” 2



In fact, Estrella was impressed by Selma since the time when she bought
the Love of Crystal in the mall for Trevor. So, she immediately
complained. In her eyes, she thought that a rich girl wouldn’t tolerate her
toy boy doing such a thing.

Thinking about it, Estrella looked forward to what kind of punishment
Trevor would get. 3

Before Estrella could say anything more, Selma slapped her hard across
her face. 5

Slap!

Covering her burning cheek, Estrella looked at Selma and screamed,
“What are you doing? I’m only saying for your own good!”

Glaring at Estrella coldly, Selma snapped, “The matter between me and
Trevor has nothing to do with you. Get out of here now!” From the

beginning to the end, Selma didn’t even give Estrella a chance to speak
ill about Trevor.

Of course, Estrella was stunned. This was definitely not the result she
expected!

At that time, she got so angry that her eyes turned red and her teeth
chattered.

Clenching her fists, Estrella thought, ‘Why did she slap me when Trevor

is the one who should be slapped?’ 1

No matter how angry Estrella was, she didn’t dare to say anything back.
Then, she took two steps back as she glared at Trevor with resentment
and walked away quickly in dejection.



Since she couldn’t afford to offend Selma, who was the daughter of the
CEO of Cloud Technology Company, she put all the blame on Trevor.

When Trevor saw the furious look on Estrella’s face, he was stunned.

Not wanting to care about her anymore, Trevor shook his head in
disappointment. Then, he turned around and said, “Selma, I’m leaving

now. Call me when you need me to cooperate with you.” Giving him a

sweet smile, Selma said, “Okay, Mr. Sanderson. Then, we will meet
again soon!”

After saying that, she drove her Maserati away. After watching the sports
car drove away from the park, Trevor went straight into the school.

At that time, he got a message from Luisa which said, “Tomorrow is my

birthday, Trevor. My friend is going to hold a birthday party for me at
the Hilton Hotel. You have to come, Trevor. I have something to tell you.
You will come, right?”

It was needless to say that Trevor was stunned to see the content of the
message.

Furrowing his eyebrows, he thought, ‘She has something important to tell
me? Did something happen to the Burke family’s business again?’ Even
though he wanted to know what it was, he didn’t ask directly. After all,
they could talk about it tomorrow night when they met.

Then, he sent a message back, “Don’t worry about it. I’ll come.”

After some time, in the girls’ dormitory.

Estrella returned to her dormitory angrily.



At that time, the girls in their dormitory were sitting on the bed while
doing their own business. A tall girl was sitting in front of the mirror and

drawing her eye line. She was no other than Aggy from the dormitory

next door.

In fact, Aggy and Estrella were close to each other. Therefore, Aggy
often came to visit Estrella. Even now the eyeliner she was using was

Estrella’s. Seeing Estrella’s figure coming into the room, Aggy said,
“Finally, you’re back. Are you going to Luisa’s birthday party tomorrow
night?”

With a gloomy look on her face, Estrella shouted, “How am I supposed

to go there when my face is like this? Can’t you see it?”

Noticing that Estrella wasn’t in a good mood, Aggy looked up. Only then
did she see the handprint on Estrella’s cheek. With wide eyes, Aggy
asked,
“What happened to your face? Who hit you? Who dares to do slap you,
Estrella?”

Hearing it, Estrella snorted and said, “Who else can it be? It’s that poor

loser, Trevor!”

“Trevor dares to hit a woman? What a jerk!”

“I didn’t expect him to be so mean.”

“Estrella, what happened?”

The girls in the same dormitory asked her about it angrily.

The support from the girls made Estrella feel better. Then, she said,
“Trevor is the toy boy of a rich girl now, right? I was practicing dancing



in the park when I saw Trevor and the rich girl. So, I went to them and

told the rich girl about how Trevor is dating two girls at the same time,
but she slapped me!”
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Chapter 160 A Trip To The Mall

“Oh my god! Trevor is really disgusting. It’s a pity that I even helped
him in terms of the student grants before.”

Apart from anger, Aggy despised Trevor very much. After all, in this
society, a man who lived off a rich man had no sort of dignity at all. 1

All of a sudden, the screen of the phone placed on the table lit up,
notifying that someone had joined the group chat.

In fact, this group chat was specially created for the people who were
coming to Luisa’s birthday party. Therefore, the group was filled with
her friends.

Aggy, Estrella, Marlon and many others were all in the group chat.

Seeing the notification, Aggy’s expression changed as she snorted and
said, “I see Trevor also joined the group chat. I guess he is coming to the
birthday party.

That poor loser is getting closer to Luisa recently. He is just so reckless
to run after Luisa.

I don’t want to go to the party if he is going!” Hearing it, Estrella
immediately took out her mobile phone to check.



When she found that Trevor indeed joined the group chat, a trace of
resentment flashed through her eyes.

Sulking, Estrella said, “Aggy, we have to go to the party tomorrow. I
know you hate that guy too. Maybe…”

As she had been embarrassed by Selma because of Trevor just now, she
was wondering when she could take revenge on him.

At that time, she suddenly realized that she could take the party as an
opportunity to get back at him. Thinking of it, she took a glance at Aggy,
who looked excited, and patted her chest while saying confidently, “I
have a good idea. Let’s work together and embarrass him in public.” z

The next day, when the classes ended, Trevor went to the nearest
shopping mall from school to buy a gift for Luisa.

As he gave Luisa the “Love of Crystal” earrings last time, Trevor knew
that she would not accept the gift if it was too expensive. Therefore, he
chose a necklace that matched Luisa’s temperament.

It wasn’t too expensive and it was worth about 1,000 dollars.

After choosing the gift, he asked the salesclerk to decorate the transparent
jewelry box. In the end, Trevor was quite satisfied with how the

shopping turned out.

Then, he turned around and left the shop before walking towards the
parking lot happily.

At that time, he thought about taking this opportunity to drive his Bugatti
sports car. Otherwise, it would be a complete waste if he just parked it
here without driving.



Humming a tune, Trevor looked around the parking lot in search of his
car.

Although there were a lot of cars in the parking lot of the shopping mall,
it wasn’t difficult for him to find his own sports car.

After all, his car was so eye-catching among others.

A Bugatti sports car was parked there alone, with no cars around.
Obviously, no one dared to park in the vacant parking space around it, in
fear of their cars colliding with the luxury car while parking. He was
about to walk towards his car, when someone patted his shoulder.

A familiar female voice said from behind, “What a coincidence,
Trevor!”

In a hurry, Trevor turned around and found that the girl standing behind
him was Luisa.

His eyes were filled with joy as he greeted, “Oh, Luisa. Long time no
see!”

Truth was, Luisa had asked for leave from the school these days in order

to take care of her brother in the hospital. Since she didn’t come to the
classes, they had no chance to meet with each other.

With a broad smile on her face, Luisa said, “Yes, now that we meet here

like this, how about we go to the hotel together.” Judging by the way her

face was red and she was slightly panting, it seemed that she had trotted
over to Trevor when she saw him.

Of course, Trevor had no intention to expose her lie. Instead, he was
pleased.



Without hesitation, he replied, “Sure, no problem.” After all, it was a
good chance to invite her to go for a ride with his brand new car!

On second thought, Trevor looked down at his clothes and asked, “Do I
need to go back and change my clothes?”

In the past, many people despised and mocked him because of his

clothes.

Although Trevor never took it seriously before, Luisa’s birthday party
was something important compared with other occasions.

However, Luisa didn’t seem to care about his appearance as she faintly

smiled at him and said, “I think you look decent in this way. You don’t
need to go back and change your clothes.” 1 Hearing her heartwarming

words, Trevor was moved.

Of course, Luisa was right!

That was the main reason why they got along with each other in the first
place. Unlike other girls, Luisa wasn’t the type who despised the poor.

In response to her words, Trevor gave her a wide smile.

Unfortunately, their wonderful moment didn’t last long.

“Luisa, why did you run like that suddenly? We can’t even keep up with

you.”

A group of young people rushed over to them from behind. The one who
spoke was none other than Aggy!



Once she saw Trevor, her face suddenly changed. Then, she quickly
walked forward and pushed the two people away from each other.
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